Make A Chicken Coop From Some Pallets

Categories: Homesteading

If you've got the space, you should keep some chickens, simple as that! They are low cost, low maintenance and they recycle your waste food into eggs each day and they can also provide you with meat if you breed them. They are perfect for homesteaders, preppers and anyone wanting to be more self-sufficient. If space is limited, you can even keep just two or three chickens in a small coop like the one above.

This is a great DIY chicken coop made from some old pallets. This is a great low cost project, with the only real cost being for the chicken wire. Whilst it is only a small chicken coop, there is no reason why you couldn't build a larger version for more chickens.

If you would like to see how to build this chicken coop, head over to the Shed and Beyond website via the link below.
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